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ABSTRACT
The increasing popularity and use of Open Source Software (OSS) has led to significant interest from research
communities and enterprise practitioners, notably in higher education in China where this type of software offers
particular benefits given the financial and human capital constraints faced. Software Technology assumes the
mission of improving Intellectual Property (IP) and software innovation in China. The research looks at
implications of the emerging IP regime for China and its attempts to improve software technological capabilities.
The paper outlines how OSS can support the educational process of Software Technology in general and the WEB
Application Development in particular. The primary objective is to identify suitable tools from the open-source
landscape and then validate and prove their integration within a real-life Application Development scenario.
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INTRODUCTION
Software is the soul of the computer system. Software Technology is not only the core of information technology
industry, but also the important foundation of software industry and information applications [1]. The Open Source
Definition is a bill of rights for the computer user. It defines certain rights that a software license must grant you to be
certified as Open Source [2]. Those who don't make their programs Open Source are finding it difficult to compete
with those who do, as users gain a new appreciation of rights they always should have had [3].
At most universities in China, WEB Development Technology has become the main course used for teaching
programming language, Database, Software Engineering, Software Testing, WEB Server, and Network Operating
System concepts in Software Technology field. It is also regularly used in coursework, practical examples, and
assignments. Its objectives are improving students' vocational skills, and enhancing the students' ability of
development of technology and the students' sense of responsibility and mission to improve the professionalism. Most
experimental environment in China has installed Visual Studio, JBuilder, QTP, LoadRunner, Visio, Rational Rose,
PowerDesigner, Dreamweaver, Photoshop and other proprietary software such as Windows Server, IIS, and SQL
Server. In order to reduce software acquisition costs, most universities have to use pirated software to maintain
teaching environment. But it is a violation of IP, and erodes the professionalism of the students, and plants a time
bomb in the development of information technology on the road. The students in Software Technology field，as the
founder of the software，do not respect proprietary software, their own software will not be respected.
Now Software Technology have focused on the use of proprietary software and teaching materials have become a
proprietary software brochure, the protection of IP exists in name only in China. Piracy always destroys the
professionalism of the students. Domestic software is unable to grow up because of double squeeze between
university and foreign software. Domestic software vendors can not provide enough jobs for university graduates. A
vicious circle has been formed. How to solve this problem is becoming increasingly important.
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OUTLET
A primary strength of OSS is its leverage of outside innovation. All are free to take open source software and use it,
evaluate it, repair it, and add new capabilities. A key advantage of OSS is that its source code is available, and
therefore it can be customized to meet a user's special needs. Cost advantage, flexibility, and better performance are
the key to its success. Governments, business, education and other institutions around the world have benefited from
OSS [4].
Why not OSS? Do any open-source alternatives to the above-mentioned software products exist? The answer is yes
[5]! Thanks to the immense amount of activity in open source software development over the last couple of years,
open source versions now exist for most software development technologies.
WEB Development Technology is divided into several modules. Table 1 shows these modules and the software
development tools (SDT) of each module. These open source alternatives are all as effective if not better than their
commercial counterparts. In fact compared with proprietary software, OSS has most advantages for teachers and
students [6] in the teaching process:
1. No restrictions on how software can be used. OSS can save the cost of teaching environment. Costs of procurement
and software upgrade are almost zero.
2. Can provide better performance, better stability and better security than proprietary software [7]. Security holes can
be found quickly, tested rigorously.
3. Can provide students with an opportunity to study high-quality source and train students in Software Technology
innovation.
4. Can cultivate students' ability to write high-quality source, rather than "tools used" capability.
5. Can get a wider range support of platforms and servers.
6. No need to worry about piracy. OSS Can put an end to piracy and helps to protect of IP.
TABLE I.
Course Module
Project management
Object-oriented Analysis and Design
Database Modelling
Programming language
Operating System
WEB Server
RDMBS
IDE
WEB Browser
Page Designer
Functional testing
Performance Testing

OOS VS PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE
Proprietary SDT
Microsoft Project
Rational Rose or Microsoft Visio
PowerDesigner
.NET
Windows Server
Microsoft IIS
SQL Server
Visual Studio
Microsoft IE
Photoshop, Dreamweaver
QTP
LoadRunner

OOS SDT
OpenProj
Enterprise Architect or StartUML
MySQL Workbench
PHP or Java EE
Linux
Apache
MySQL
Eclipse or NetBeans
FireFox
GIMP, Bluefish
Selenium
OpenSTA

So there's no real reason not to use OOS for software development technology - especially in the teaching process of
WEB Development Technology. OOS therefore presents a very valuable resource for educational institutions, which
often don't have the financial resources to purchase commercial products.
USING OSS IN THE TEACHING PROCESS
Now that we've looked at the role of OSS in the teaching process, let's focus in on how OSS products can be used in
this area. In order to better achieve the course objectives, teachers use the "Project-Driven" method and Java EE to
develop Web content management (WCM) as a development team. This section examines the capabilities of OSS
from Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) perspective. WCM development relies on a set of tools and
technologies to optimize the development process. A typical scenario would be as follows:
1. Requirements management
2. Version control
3. Schedule planning
4. Modelling
5. Coding
6. Testing and issue tracking
Project management
Most requirements are currently in text-based documents. The team has recently begun representing requirements as
elements in a single model using Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools such as OpenProj.
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1. Manage and deliver large amounts of unstructured material in multiple media.
2. Provide a consistent and predictable information structure, user interface, and navigational mechanism
3. Enable linking of related materials.
4. Ensure information is up-to-date.
5. Support well-defined roles, responsibilities, and access control for various stakeholders in various departments.
6. Enable workflow between authors, product managers, content administrators, editors, attorneys, and system
administrators.
7. Enable the composing and publishing of different views of marketing information for different audiences: financial
consultants, clients, and the public.
8. Provide version control to support regulatory requirements.
9. Provide a locking or concurrency control mechanism to prevent two people from simultaneously updating the same
content.
10. Enable searching and retrieval of content using the predefined business characteristics of products and services.
Version control
Version control tracks changes to source code or any other files. A good version control system can tell you what was
changed, who changed it, and when it was changed. It allows a software developer to undo any changes to the code,
going back to any prior version, release, or date. This can be particularly helpful when a researcher is trying to
reproduce results from an earlier paper or report and merely requires documentation of the version number [8].
Version control also provides a mechanism for incorporating changes (see Figure 1). Subversion [9] is the leading
successor to CVS. Its features include essentially all of CVS's features, with several significant enhancements: it has a
cleaner, more reliable, and more scalable implementation; it is based on the existing WebDAV standard; it replaces
CVS's concepts of branches and tags with simple naming conventions; and, it has stronger support for disconnected
use. RapidSVN and TortoiseSVN are two of several available Subversion clients. ViewCVS can browse Subversion
repositories as well as CVS repositories. Also, Subversion repositories can be browsed with any standard web
browser and many other applications, due to the use of the standard WebDAV protocol. The team uses Subversion for
version control and the TortoiseSVN [10] client for most purposes.

Figure 1. OOS Usability in Teaching Process –Subversion

Schedule planning
The team utilizes GanttProject [11] for some aspects of planning. Recently the team has adopted the use of the
Atlassian Greenhopper JIRA plug-in to help us monitor our schedule more closely [12]. The following advantages
would be as follows:
1. Integration with JIRA
2. Ability to log work
3. Simple interface
4. Ability to track iteration progress and burn-down rate
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Modelling
The team uses Enterprise Architect (EA) [13] for UML modelling and Database modelling applied to the following
tasks:
1. Develop the UML profiles (see Figure 2)
2. Develop the Entity-Relationship diagram (ERD) profiles
3. Create the Model Driven Generation (MDG) Technology
4. Deploy the MDG Technology
:DisseminationRule
:ObjectUpdate
trigger
Determine Mission
Processing Needs

:AlertEstablishment

:TrackedTypeList
elert not required
alert required
stored :
ObjectUpdate

message distribution required
message not required
PresentAlerts and
Notifications

:CombatPower

:Alert

Figure 2. OOS Usability in teaching process -- EA

Coding
The team uses EA of Forward Code Engineering to generate Java code, then uses Eclipse or NetBeans to edit it
(Omitted here).
Testing and issue tracking
The team uses TestLink to execute test procedures and to store and report on test execution results and uses Mantis
Bug Tracker for issue tracking .The team creates requirements and develops a test plan (using the structured scenario
feature) in Enterprise Architect, then imports the requirements and test procedures into TestLink. TestLink facilitates
the execution of test procedures via execution sets, linking test results to requirements to complete the traceability
path [14].

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. OOS Usability in teaching process --Issue tracking

TestLink generates a verification matrix that shows the current status of each requirement (see Figure 3: a), and it can
link to Mantis to generate issues when tests fail [15].The test cycle was based on the following activities:
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1. Plan the test cases for the stories according to the acceptance criteria and emphasizing test cases creation for
exceptions.
2. Automated test scripts creation. The test scripts were implemented in the browser Mozilla Firefox, where the
Selenium IDE works recording all the tester actions and turning them into HTML scripts. These scripts were edited
and gathered in a test suite, and reused in other test cases;
3. In the Selenium Core tool, the test scripts were executed in Firefox and other browsers. The test cases execution
identified application defects and the tester registered them in the TestLink tool. At Mantis, the defects were also
registered, described and assigned to the team responsible who was notified about the defect by e-mail;
4. The Reports were automatically generated (see Figure 3: b). The TestLink offers several options to analyze the
results based on test cases execution.
5. When the team signalled in Mantis that defects had been fixed, the entire test suite was executed by Selenium
validating defects and doing the regression test [16], ensuring that another part of the system was not affected by code
changes.
All of the products used in this scenario are open source, so there is no need for the teachers and students to pay for
software licences. The integration of OSS greatly enhances the educational cycle for WEB Development Technology.
This makes it much easier not for both the teachers and students to get up and running. There are also many other
ways that OOS can be incorporated into the educational cycle. The only limits are the bounds of your imagination
[17]!
What's more, advanced students can immediately put their programming skills to use by helping to develop Eclipse,
Apache etc. Participation in open source projects also gives students valuable real-world experience with large-scale
programming projects.
Some obstacles in the teaching process have to be mentioned when using OOS, mainly in the following areas.
1. Teacher's own lack of capacity constraints the development of OSS in the classroom.
2. Compared with proprietary software, OOS learning materials are difficult to obtain.
3. Lack of OOS certification exam makes lacked motivation of teaching OOS possible.
4. OOS is seriously lagging behind social training module.
CONCLUSION
This article shows the power of OOS in the educational area. Using OOS for Software Technology is only one
example of the many possibilities. What we have to do now is help support open source software development and
integration in order to keep open source on the cutting edge. Of course, the use of open source software is a systems
engineering in the teaching process, proprietary software can not be achieved overnight and transformed into OOS in
China. However, in order to maintain the industry's capacity for sustainable development, the use of OOS should be
earlier access to higher education in China.
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